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Recognising an inference question

Inference questions often start in similar ways:

What did (character) 
think about … ?

Why did (character) 
do this (action) … ?

Why did (character) 
say … ?

How did (character) 
feel about … ?

This story shows that 
(character) was … ?

How is … like … ?

How do you know … ?
What was unusual 

about … ?
Explain why … ?



History

Read this text and think about the question below.
One of the best-loved tales of the great Anglo-Saxon king, Alfred, involves some 

careless cookery. In the year 878, the Vikings were overrunning the Anglo-Saxon 
lands. Early that year, Alfred only just got away with a handful of men following a 
surprise attack on his Chippenham base. They escaped into the marshes of Somerset 
where they relied on the local people for food and shelter. The story goes that Alfred 
was asked by a poor woman to keep an eye on some cakes she was baking. 
With his mind occupied by greater concerns, the cakes were soon burnt. 

Not surprisingly, no evidence of the cakes remains. What is more, the story first 
appeared in a text some three centuries later. However, people have dug up evidence 
of Anglo-Saxon sword making, so we can be confident that Alfred was actually there. 
The rest of the story we probably have to take with a pinch of salt.

Question: What were the greater concerns that distracted Alfred?



What we need to know first …

With his mind occupied by greater concerns … In this sentence, occupied by means ...

living with busy with

dreaming about trying to forget

a. Vocabulary question (Click to check your answer.)

Where did Alfred and his men escape to?  

__________________________________________________________________

Where did Alfred and his men escape to? 

the marshes of Somerset

b. Retrieval question (Click to check your answer.)


